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Ukiyo-e University of Hawaii
Press
Filled with brillient colors
and breathtakingly beautiful
scenes from seventeenthcentury Japan, this
celebration of the the great

Japanese art of woodblock
prints introduces readers to
the "floating world" of
medieval Japan.
Sixty Years with Japanese Prints Weatherhill,
Incorporated
The art of Japanese woodblock printing,
known as ukiyo-e ("pictures of the floating
world"), reflects the rich history and way of
life in Japan hundreds of years ago. Ukiyo-e:
The Art of the Japanese Print takes a thematic
approach to this iconic Japanese art form,
considering prints by subject matter: geisha
and courtesans, kabuki actors, sumo
wrestlers, erotica, nature, historical subjects

and even images of foreigners in Japan. An
artist himself, author Frederick Harris—a wellknown American collector who lived in Japan
for 50 years—pays special attention to the
methods and materials employed in Japanese
printmaking. The book traces the evolution of
ukiyo-e from its origins in metropolitan Edo
(Tokyo) art culture as black and white
illustrations, to delicate two-color prints and
multicolored designs. Advice to admirers on
how to collect, care for, view and buy
Japanese ukiyo-e woodblock prints rounds
out this book of charming, carefully selected
prints.
Masterpieces of Japanese Prints Tuttle
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power. Questions of aesthetics, and of whether
Publishing
format. Illustrated throughout in colour,
shunga
deserve
a
place
in
the
official
history
of
Featuring elegant designs and high-quality
this book also features essays, artist
Japanese
art,
have
dominated,
and
the
question
of
paper, Floating Worlds Japanese Prints
biographies and exhaustive catalogue
Coloring Book is the perfect stress-reliever for the use of these images has been avoided. Timon entries by leading scholars examining
Screech seeks to re-establish shunga in its proper
fans of classical Japanese woodblock prints.
historical contexts of culture and creativity. Sex and the stylistic nuances of early masters
The floating world of Geisha, Kabuki actors,
such as Hishikawa Moronobu and
the Floating World opens up for us the strange
cherry blossoms and the majestic Mt.
world of sexual fantasy in the Edo culture of
Okumura Masanobu; the techniques
Fuji—with this coloring book for adults you are eighteenth-century Japan, and investigates the
there, recreating woodblock prints of people, tensions in class and gender of those who made – used by early ukiyo-e artists; and the
history of the Boston collection, 'the
landscapes, flora and fauna. This fine art, adult and made use of – shunga.
finest collection of oriental art under one
coloring book includes 22 woodblock prints
Floating World Japanese Prints
from the Ukiyo-e genre, all ready for the touch Coloring Book Yale University Press roof in the world'.
Ukiyo-e Explained Phaidon Press
of your colored pencils or fine markers. A
This ambitious and groundbreaking
copy of the richly-colored original print sits
Tsukioka Yoshitoshi, a student of ukiyopublication accompanies an exhibition
opposite your coloring "canvas" to use as a
e master Utagawa Kuniyoshi, showed a
of highlights from the early ukiyo-e
reference, or not. Before beginning, enjoy a
predilection towards two types of
holdings
of
the
Museum
of
Fine
Arts,
little of the story behind the image, as each
subject in his early work: exceptionally
Boston. Much of Boston's renowned
print comes with a brief yet fascinating
bloody musha-e ("warror prints"), and
introduction to the original work. Altogether, collection of 'pictures of the floating
supernatural images of demons and
it's the perfect way to relax and have fun with world' (ukiyo-e), an incomparable
ghosts. Yoshitoshi maintained an
art. When your masterpiece is complete, tear it record of Japanese life, was acquired
interest in depicting the haunted realm
out at the perforation to frame and display.
from the Boston physician William
Empire of the Senses University of Hawaii Press
This book offers an entirely new assessment of the
genre of Japanese paintings and prints today
known as shunga. Recent changes in Japanese law
have at last enabled erotic images to be published
without fear of prosecution, and many picture
books have since appeared in Japan. There has,
however, been very little attempt to situate the
imagery within the contexts of sexuality, gender or

Sturgis Bigelow in the early twentieth
century. Subject to a loan restriction
since 1928, most of this collection has
never before been seen outside
Boston. Many of the works have been
newly photographed for this catalogue
and are hitherto unpublished in this

of Japanese myth right up until his last
major series, 36 Ghosts, in 1889 (two
years before his death). Like all
Yoshitoshi's art, these prints are now
considered to be the work of ukiyo-e's
last master practitioner.DEMONS
FROM THE HAUNTED WORLD
collects and considers over 150 of
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Yoshitoshi's most striking and disturbing networks of art, literature, and fashion, proving they would have been read when first made.
that the artists and the publishers and patrons Through stunning new photography of both
images of spectres, monsters and
who engaged them not only morrored the
well-known and rarely published works in the
demons - including the series 100
tastes of their energetic times, they created a collection of the British Museum, including
Ghost Stories, Heroic Beauty, and 36
unifying cultural legacy. Contributors include many recent acquisitions, the author explores
Ghosts in their entirety - presented in
John T. Carpenter, Timothy Clark, Julie Nelson how and why such prints were made, providing
large-format and full-colour throughout. Davis, Allen Hockley, Donald Jenkins, David a fascinating introduction to a much-loved but
Cats in Ukiyo-E Lund Humphries Pub Pollack, Sarah E. Thompson, and David Boyer little-understood art form.
Waterhouse.
Picturing the Floating World Pie
Limited
A collection of nearly four hundred Japanese
Japanese Prints Steidl / Edition7L
This publication is dedicated to Owaka
Japanese woodblock prints made in Edo (now woodcuts from the seventeenth through
Mitsuaki (1935-1989), the celebrated
Tokyo) during the eighteenth and nineteenth nineteenth centuries is accompanied by
Japanese tattoo master who devoted
technical and biographical data on the artist.
centuries were the products of a highly
his life to the study and practice of
commercialized and competitive publishing
Images from the Floating World Pie
industry,
which
survived
and
prospered
into
traditional Japanese tattooing. Part of
International
the
early
years
of
the
twentieth
century.
The
contents: The Ancient History of
A comprehensive introduction to the
range of subjects found in them - actors of the
Tattooing in Japan / Foreigners in
kabuki theatre, beautiful women, landscapes, hugely popular Japanese school of
Japan / Ainu / Firefighters / Colour
warriors - was inspired by the vibrant popular ukiyo-e.
Woodblock-printing / Tattooing in the
culture that flourished in the city. At any given An Artist of the Floating World
Meiji Period / The Tattoo Master and
time scores of publishers competed for the
Kodansha Amer Incorporated
services
of
the
leading
artists
of
the
day,
and
his Techniques / Yakuza / Iconography
From the 17th through the 19th
publishers
and
artists
displayed
tremendous
/ Japanese Tattooing Today / The Van
century, artists in Kyoto and Edo (now
ingenuity in finding ways to sustain demand
der Velden Collection.
Tokyo) captured the metropolitan
for their products and to circumvent the
Floating World University of Washington
amusements of the floating world
restrictions placed on the industry through
Press
(ukiyo in Japanese) through depictions
government censorship. Although Japanese
Designed for Pleasure is a dazzling probe of
prints have long been appreciated in the West of subjects such as the beautiful
Japan's famous "floating world" of spectacle
for their graphic qualities, their content has not women of the Yoshiwara pleasure
and entertainment. From luxury paintings of
always been fully understood. This book
quarters and performers of the kabuki
the pleasure qurters to Hokusai's iconic "Red
draws on recent scholarship that makes
Fugi," Designed for Pleasure presents a
theater. In contrast to ukiyo-e prints by
possible a more subtle appreciation of the
focused examinatin of the priod's fascinating
artists such as Katsushika Hokusai,
imagery encountered in the prints and how
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which were widely circulated, ukiyo-e
paintings were specially commissioned,
unique objects that displayed the
maker’s technical skill and individual
artistic sensibility. Featuring more than
150 works from the celebrated Weston
Collection, the most comprehensive of
its kind in private hands and published
here for the first time in English, this
lavishly illustrated and meticulously
researched volume addresses the
genre of ukiyo-e painting in all its
complexity. Individual essays explore
topics such as shunga (erotica), mitatee (images that parody or transform a
well-known story or legend), and poetic
inscriptions, revealing the crucial role
that ukiyo-e painting played in a
sophisticated urban culture.

significance because, for the first time ever, sold, appraised and collected, and described
and recorded ukiyo-e. She recovers this
masterpieces from the ?ta Memorial
multilayered world of pictures in which some
Museum of Art, Japan, the Ukiyo-e
were made for a commercial market, backed
Museum, and the Hiraki Ukiyo-e
Foundation, museums that are reputed to by savvy entrepreneurs looking for new ways
to make a profit, while others were produced
be the three great collections of ukiyo-e in
for private coteries and high-ranking
Japan both in quality and volume, were
connoisseurs seeking to enrich their cultural
showcased together. The exhibition
capital. The book opens with an analysis of
catalogue features 450 carefully selected period documents to establish the terms of
ukiyo-e prints from the 17th to 19th
appraisal brought to ukiyo-e in late eighteenthcenturies, offering superb coverage of the century Japan, mapping the evolution of the
world's ukiyo-e masterpieces. This book
genre from a century earlier and the
will not only become a timeless keepsake development of its typologies and the creation
of a canon of makers--both of which have
of an historic exhibition, but will also be
extremely valuable as the premier source defined the field ever since. Organized around
divisions of major technological and aesthetic
covering the complete history of ukiyo-e.

Ukiyo-e Harry N Abrams Incorporated
Today we think of ukiyo-e--"the pictures of the
floating world"--as masterpieces of Japanese
art, highly prized throughout the world. Yet it
is often said that ukiyo-e were little
Ukiyo-e Vintage
appreciated in their own time and were even
Bringing together masterpieces from
used as packing material for ceramics. In
Japan's three great ukiyo-e collections, the Picturing the Floating World, Julie Nelson
exhibition catalogue of the historic "UKIYO- Davis debunks this myth and demonstrates
that ukiyo-e was thoroughly appreciated as a
E 2020" exhibition is now available
field of artistic production, worthy of
worldwide! This book is the exhibition
catalogue for UKIYO-E 2020, an exhibition connoisseurship and canonization by its
contemporaries. Putting these images back
held in the Tokyo Metropolitan Art
into their dynamic context, she shows how
Museum from June 23~September 22,
consumers, critics, and makers produced and

2020. This exhibition has great

developments, the book reveals how artistic
practice and commercial enterprise were
intertwined throughout ukiyo-e's history, from
its earliest imagery through the twentieth
century. The depiction of particular subjects in
and for the floating world of urban Edo and the
process of negotiating this within the larger
field of publishing are examined to further
ground ukiyo-e as material culture, as
commodities in a mercantile economy.
Picturing the Floating World offers a new
approach: a critical yet accessible analysis of
the genre as it was developed in its social,
cultural, and political milieu. The book
introduces students, collectors, and
enthusiasts to ukiyo-e as a genre under
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construction in its own time while contributing
to our understanding of early modern visual
production.
Floating World of Ukiyo-E Tuttle Publishing
Memoir and catalogue

and Munakata are presented alongside the Kanadehon Chushingura has been one of the
most popular bunraku and kabuki plays. This
Edo master printmakers Harunobu,
fascinating study explores the full spectrum of
Kiyonaga, Utamaro, Sharaku, Hokusai,
and Hiroshige. A major virtue of the book is ukiyo-e (floating world) representations of the
Chushingura story. Essential reading for all
the attention it gives to the aesthetics of
students of Japanese theatre, the history of
Hokusai’s Great Wave Taschen America the prints and to the lives of the
Japanese art and the social history of Japan.
Llc
printmakers themselves. Illustrated with 14
U-kiyo-e, the Japanese woodblock print
prints in full color and 86 in black and
tradition was one of the highpoints of
white, it also offers a thoroughly useful
classical Japanese civilization. Written by chapter on the collection and care of
one of the foremost experts on Japanese Japanse prints, a glossary, and a valuable
prints, Images from the Floating World
selected bibliography. -- From publisher's
provides the definitive history of this
description.
wonderfully graceful and evocative artistic
The Dawn of the Floating World,
tradition. U-kiyo-e gives an incomparable
1650-1765 Tuttle Publishing
record of Japanese life during the heyday
A comprehensive survey of the history
of the geisha and the samurai. Included is
of Japanese woodblock prints, This
a complete Dictionary of Ukiyo-e and
hundreds of illustrations including over 40 works illustrated with an overview of
social conditions, printing
in color.
techniques,rtists, engravers, printers
Ukiyo-e Creation Books
and details of the prints and subjects.
This straightforwardly written and highly
Japanese Prints Kit Press
informative book is designed as an
introductory history and guide to Japanese Ukiyo-e are paintings and prints of 'the floating
world' of Edo (Tokyo), which had transformed
prints for the student and the beginning
itself in just a century from a swampy village
collector. Not limited to "ukiyo-e", it also
to a metropolis of about a million people. This
discusses medieval Buddhist prints and
book offers a glimpse of a vanished world that
the prints of the modern era, from the
is fresh and visually rewarding to modern
Mieiji period to the present. Thus such
eyes.
modern luminaries as Onchi, Hiratsuka,
Images from the Floating World Hotei Pub
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